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1. Contact info and touring personnel
WAUHAUS
Kalliolanrinne 4 A 1
Helsinki 00510
Finland
www.wauhaus.fi // info@wauhaus.fi
PRODUCER
Julia Hovi
+358 452774560
info@wauhaus.fi
TOURING PERSONNEL
1-2 Directors (depending on the venue)
3 Performers
1 Sound designer
1 Lighting designer
1 Producer
Lighting designer
Samuli Laine
Email: info@wauhaus.fi
Tel: +358443511293
Sound designer
Heidi Soidinsalo
Email: info@wauhaus.fi
Tel: +358405664156
Choreographer
Jarkko Partanen
Email: info@wauhaus.fi
Tel: +358503311667

2. Description
Flashdance is a show where darkness takes a material form. It is a show in which a
plastic entity – the size of the whole stage area – transforms into a moving darkness. This entity turns into sculptural landscapes and forms impossible for the
human body. It literally overshadows the spectator. The audience is faced with
their limited ability to see and the boundless terrain of their imagination. Flashdance evokes that which is mysterious and unconscious. In Flashdance darkness does
not need to be scary, it can also be your friend.
WAUHAUS is a Helsinki-based arts collective. They create their work in spaces
ranging from small experimental theatres to huge stadiums. The works of WAUHAUS take on many different forms, but are often centred around materiality, the
body of the audience member, empathy and strong audio-visual concepts. The
members of WAUHAUS are director Anni Klein, scenographer Samuli Laine, choreographer Jarkko Partanen and sound designers Jussi Matikainen and Heidi Soidinsalo. In 2017 the group was awarded the Finnish State Prize for Performing Arts.
www.wauhaus.fi/flashdance
PREMIERE: 7th of December 2016
Concept: WAUHAUS
On stage: Aksinja Lommi, Wilhelm Grotenfelt and Johannes Purovaara
Off stage: Laura Haapakangas, Anni Klein, Samuli Laine, Jussi Matikainen, Jarkko
Partanen, Jani-Matti Salo, Heidi Soidinsalo
Production: Zodiak – Center for New Dance, Kanuti Gildi Saal, WAUHAUS
Residencey support: O Espaco do Tempo, Portugal
Photo credits: Jani-Matti Salo, Samuli Laine and Katri Naukkarinen
Pictures can be found here:
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1fx_DfM9aF-7Rdb4EM4pRKS87YAFyHgxDuration: Approximately 55min

3. Basic requirements
This technical rider is partially applicable depending on the size of the performance venue. First and foremost, the technical setup of the performance
venue always has to be checked with the spatial and lighting designer before
drafting the visiting contract. The technical rider is always part of a visiting
contract and failure to comply could lead to cancellation of the performance if
the technical requirements have not been met in accordance with the preliminary plan submitted.
COMPANY WILL PROVIDE:
- Laptop for running sounds
- Audio interface for running sounds
- Plastic for covering floor
- Plastic bag for performance
- Rope for making tactiles on floor
VENUE SHOULD PROVIDE:
- Enough black dance tape
- Two dimmable fans, approximately 45cm diameter and 90 W
- Black molton curtains to cover all four sides of stage area
- All necessary lighting and sound equipment
- Required gels for lights
The Venue guarantees at least the following stage crew for the duration of The
Company’s visit:
1 Senior stage manager
English speaking stage manager with full authorities must be present at all working
times.
1 English speaking lighting technician with the full knowledge of the lighting
system for the show and pre and post performance technical work.
1 English speaking sound technician with the full knowledge of the sound system
for the show and pre and post performance technical work.
The venue and the company’s designers should arrange a technical discussion via
skype etc. well before the performance dates.
More info on stage, light and sound requirements on seperate pages to follow.

4. Venue
Performance area
Performance area should be:
-At least 100m² (if the performance space is smaller than suggested, please contact the company)
-height of suspension point 5 metres.
The lighting designer must be given a list of equipment and a good quality map of
the suspension points of the performance venue. Preferably also pictures of the
venue. The plot has to be on scale as eg. a pdf, dwg or wyg file. The lighting
designer provides a detailed stage plan of the house technology by the agreed
date.
Darkness is in significant role in the performance, so it is imperative to be able to
create a blackout in the venue.
All exit signs in the space should be covered or as dim as possible. The company
provides 2-3 safety personnel with flashlights for the duration of the performance
and to handle any disturbances or problems during the show.
Venue should be as clean and plain as possible. I.e. all unnecessary technical
equipment, props, etc., should be cleared well before the set up.
There must be fruits, bottled water, chocolate etc. for the back room during the
construction and performance time. This applies to not only the performers but
also the technical staff.

5. Performance overview

Space in performance lights

Space in working lights
Flashdance is a performance that features a large plastic bag. During the performance the bag is filled with air. Three performers, who are inside the bag, move it
around until it becomes empty again. The performance happens in very dim lighting, so it is imperative to be able to create a blackout in the venue.
The bag is preprepared to fit each venue.
The floor under the bag is covered with the same plastic material. The plastic is
also provided by the company.
Tactiles made from rope are taped onto the floor, beneath the plastic. They are
used by the dancers to find the right spots in the dark.

6. Schedule
All lights, sound and the curtains must be preinstalled when the company arrives.
The lighting designer provides a detailed stage plan of the house technology by
the agreed date.
DAY 1
12-18 Light focus
18-20 Soundcheck
DAY 2
09-12 Programming lights
12-14 Setup of floor plastic, tactiles, chairs
14-16 Technical rehearsal
16-18 Preparations, corrections
19 Showtime
FLASHDANCE RIGGING ORDER
1. CURTAINS, LIGHT, SOUND
2. FOCUS LIGHTS
3. SOUND CHECK
4. PROGRAMMING LIGHTS
5. TACTILE ROPES ONTO FLOOR
6. PLASTIC ONTO FLOOR
7. CHAIRS

7. Curtain setup

Curtains / molton must be folded (please see picture).
Most of the show will be lit by lighting only the curtains.

LIGHTED AREA

Curtains must be hung undisturbed from the
ceiling grid and should reach the floor
All curtains must be the same fabric/material
No cables or other unnecessary objects should be
hung in front of the curtains.

8. Audience setup

v

Curtains are rigged to all four sides of the stage.
Chairs are set on all four sides of the stage.
Chairs are placed as close to the curtain as possible.
All four corners are left empty.

9. Fan setup

The performance uses two fans. They are used to
fill the plastic bag with air during the performance.
The fans are placed in one corner of the space.
The audience cannot be guided to their seats via
this corner. The exact location of the fans thus
depends on where the possible audience entrances
into the space are.
Both fans require their own dimmer channel.

10.

Lighting setup
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All dimmers MUST be the same
brand/model.
Venue must provide an operator familiar
with the lighting desk being used.
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Lighting focus plot
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Sound setup
THIS SOUND PLOT IS MADE WITH 6 SPEAKERS AND TWO SUBS.
THE PERFORMANCE CAN ALSO BE DONE WITH 4 SPEAKERS AND 1 SUB.
THE SOUND DESIGNER WILL PROVIDE THE CORRECT SOUNDPLOT AFTER THE
VENUE HAS SENT A DETAILED FLOOR PLAN.

SUB 1

SPEAKER 4

SPEAKER 3

SPEAKER 5

SPEAKER 2

SPEAKER 6

SPEAKER 1

SUB 2

ALL INTERFACE OUT CHANNELS SEPARATELY TO SPEAKERS (OUT1 = SPEAKER1)
ALL OUT CHANNELS ARE MONO
Speakers should be fit to amplify the whole space, original setup was 6 x Genelec 1029
with matching subs, larger spaces will need more robust speakers.

